
QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
 

"WE HAVE KEPT PLEDGES
TO STAND NEAR EACH

OTHER,
 

AS BIRCHES DO UNDER A
WINTER MOON,

 
INTERLACING BRANCHES
STREAKED WITH SILVER."

 
-DAVID SLOAN 
"A MARRIAGE" 
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We are thrilled to announce that we will once again be holding our ‘Poetry

Masters’ poetry contest this spring! This is an exclusive contest as we ask that

only previously published authors with at least one writing/poetry award enter.

If this applies to you, please submit 5-20 of your best poems in one word

document. Our judges are more selective in this contest and only five poets will

be chosen to have their work featured in Poetry Masters Anthology, 2022

edition. In addition to having their collection published, all five poets will

receive a cash prize in the following order: 1st: $1,000, 2nd: $500, 3rd: $250,

4th: $125, 5th: $125. The top three winners will also receive a crystal trophy.

Entrance fee is $40 and the deadline to enter is May 18th, 2022. The poems you

submit continue to impress and deeply amaze us, and we thank you in advance

for the extremely talented work we are sure to receive. Accepting submissions

now… good luck!! 

 

 

As an international company that receives poems and book submissions from

all corners of the world, we are dedicated to supporting and investing ourselves

in global affairs. Our hearts ache for the victims of Russia's war advances in

Ukraine: the soldiers, the refugees, the citizens currently living underground,

and anybody who has had to make sacrifices during this tragedy. For those of

us there, and especially those on the opposite side of the world, it's easy to feel

like there's nothing you can do. But what we can all do, though it may feel silly

and pointless, is create. Use the following prompts as an outlet for any feelings

of helplessness you may have. 

Writing Prompt: Write a story about someone forced out of their home.

Art Prompt: Draw anything inspired by the events in Ukraine. 

If through these prompts you create something you're proud of and want to

share, feel free to send your work to brookesuddethpub@gmail.com. We 

always love to experience and admire your creativity. 

 

STANDING IN SOLIDARITY



FEATURED WRITER:
LINA BUIVIDAVIČIŪTĖ
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 ACCEPTING MANUSCRIPT
SUBMISSIONS! 

 
SUBMIT FIRST 10 PAGES

OR FINISHED MANUSCRIPT
ON SUBMITTABLE

 
CRITIQUES AVAILABLE

FROM OUR PROFESSIONAL
EDITORS

 
 

Oprelle introduces Lina Buividavičiūtė. Lina’s poetry always seems to capture
our judge’s hearts…no matter their background. Lina’s most recent
accomplishment was becoming the overall winner of our 2021 MATTER Poetry
Anthology Contest. We just cannot forget “One November, and It Will Be
Cloudy.” Congratulations Lina!

Lina Buividavičiūtė was born on May 14, 1986. She is a poet, literary scholar,
and literary critic. Her poetry is or will be published in “Matter”, “Love this”,
“Rise up” and “Proverse poetry prize” contests anthologies in English. Lina’s
poetry is also published in Versopolis poetry platform. She is the author of one
poetry book in Lithuanian language and another will be published in September.
She gained a BA in Lithuanian philology and advertising, and a MA in
Lithuanian literature. Lina's poems have been published in most of Lithuania’s
cultural periodicals and she has actively taken part in literary readings, book
launches, and contests.

Here are some of our favorite quotes by her: 

"I don’t want to wake in the morning, I growl from under the covers, building
tents from my childhood, everything is just echo, I no longer ignite that joyful
game."                                                    -One November, and It Will Be Cloudy

"I can’t even caress my child’s head – my hand hangs heavy, for, it seems, as
soon as I touch it, that same earth will fall on him as well.” 

- Apathy (The Heaviness of My Hand)

“I can’t recognize this place and you, my darling. Everything and everybody are
so alien in my world. Strange voices and people and landscapes – Perverted
words, distorted shapes, only shadows. Of possible truth.”

- Capgras Syndrome
 

"The quiver is enough, the ecstasy, though unjust in some way, horrifying, as if
the blood of my finger were used to sign a contract without my will,”

- Leda Syndrome

It was leadership leader, teacher, mother and Oprelle's own President who

initially recognized a physical force field that stops us from completing small

tasks…and figured how to conquer it! After a motivational seminar and

inspirational words from a stranger, Dr. Karen Croftcheck realized this force

field is a natural defense mechanism our bodies produce to protect us from

unpleasant experiences. In this book she introduces the concept of starting

small to show our bodies they're not in danger, which ultimately drops the

force field that once felt so impenetrable. 

This theory has already been applied successfully to Dr. Karen’s classroom of

high school students worrying about the future demands of adulthood. In The

Butter Knife Theory, Dr. Karen teaches readers to embrace that first, small

step towards their life challenges by presenting 21 common obstacles and

providing singular breakthrough moves for each. As this book proves…one

small step can be pivotal. Available for purchase at oprelle.com! 

FEATURED BOOK:
THE BUTTER KNIFE THEORY BY DR. KAREN
CROFTCHECK

 


